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In one of his many attempts to focus national attention on the re
sponsibilities of being an American citizen, President Kennedy said, 
“The quality of American life must keep pace with the quality of 
American goods.” I should like to explore today .'lome of the causes 
of the gap between, quality and productivity in our lives, and suggest 
from the landscape architect’s point of view—some ways of closing 
this gap.

V^hen European colleagues visited the liniled States, they told me 
that in all parts of the country they were disturbed most by the ab
sence of a certain quiet, humanized background to life—a cornposiu* 
of beauty, charm, and tranquility which in many European countries 
makes the simplest act of Jiving a pleasurable thing. They have in
formed me that the scale of the American landscape seems to be 
suilcfl to die automobile rather than the human body, and that much 
of our ur!>an and rural landscape seems to have been created for the 
h.'nefit of machines rather than man. We seem to he more anxiou.s to 
at cornmoiiate cars, trucks, trains, buses, plane.s, motor boats, vend
ing machines, and lawn implements, than we are to accommodate 
people.

As.suming this rather bleak picture of American life is at least partly 
acnirate, how and why did we get to this state of dehumanized ugli
ness ?
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Perhaps one reason why we are now faced with the very knotty 
problem of providing a useful and beautiful background for the busy 
lives of an ever increasing number of people is that we are a com
paratively young nation. Until recently, most of us were farmers 
with a tradition of rugged individualism—a tradition which fostered 
the attitude that each citizen could do what he ple*ased with his pri
vate property.
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LLEWELLYN W. "SKEET ” PITTS, FAIA

Llewellyn W. Pitts, one of Texas’ most prominant architects, died June 23, 1967. 
A native of Uniontown, Alabama, he attended the Georgia School of Technology 
in Atlanta, where he was graduated with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Archi
tecture in. 1927. In 1932 he joined with Fred Stone at Beaumont, Texas, to 
eslahlisli the firm of Stone and Pitts. When Fred retired in 1957, the name was 
changed to Pitts, Mehane and Phelps, and later to Pitts, Mebane, Phelps and 
White, Architects and Engineers.

Elected to Fellowship in the American Institute of Architects in March, 1958, 
“for achievement in Design and Public Service,” his works brought him nation
wide recognition and honors. He was a registered architect in five states in ad
dition to Texas.

Examples of his work would include the Coca-Cola Bottling Plant at Houston, 
Texas, which received an American Institute of Architects First Honor Award 
in 1951. and was selected by the U.S. State Department for exhibition in Europe 
as part of an exhibit entitled “Distinguished Contemporary American Build
ings”. In 1955 his firm received the Honor Award from the Southeast Texas 
Chapter of A.I.A. The project was the Men’s Dormitory Building at Lamar State 
College of Technology, Beaumont, Texas, which was also selected in 1956 as one 
of 72 included in “A Half Century of Architectural Education” at Georgia Tech. 
This same Dormitory was selected by the U.S. Department of Commerce as one 
of 34 architectural panels to be exhibited at the International Trade Fair in 
Zagreb, Yugoslavia, and for subsequent travel in Europe. The Texas Society of 
Architects selected four of his projects for inclusion in its exhibit titled “Archi
tecture of Merit During the Past Ten Years.” Adding an international flavor to
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his practice, L. W. Pitts served with K. Max Brook 
design for the U.S. Embassy Office Building in Mexico City.

Those who knew L. W. Pitts through closer association, knew him 
and this circle of friendship is wide. An intense, purposeful 
dous drive, he found more than, the average amount of time to render sendee to 
his community and his profession.

Mr. Pitts was elected Honorary Member, Sociadad de Architectos Mexicanos in 
1957. He served the American Institute of Architects as a member of the Com
mittee on Education in 1958 and 1959, and in 1959 was President of the South
east Texas A.I.A. Chapter.

During this same period, by appointment of Governor Price Daniel, he was 
Chairman of the Architectural Advisory Committee to the Stale Building Com
mission of the State of Texas. He served as President of the Texas Society of 
Architects in 1961, and as Regional Director, Texas Region, A.I.A,, 1963-1966. 
He also served as Chairman A.I.A. Committee of the Future of the Profession in 
1966, as Chairman A.l.A. Commission of Public Affairs 1965-1966, and was 
a candidate for 1966 President Elect, American Institute of Architects.

Partners-in-Charge ofs as

as Skeel” 
man with tremen-

(6

In the Beaumont community he served as President of the Beaumont Country 
Club, Round Table Club, and the Rotary Club; General Chairman of the United 
Appeals Fund Campaign, and Consultant to the B<*aumont City Planning Com
mission. He was a Director of the First National Bank of Beaumont, and a vet
eran of World War II, having served as Lieutenant Commander, C.E.C., U.S.

Naval Reserve, from 1942 to 1945, and was listed in “Who’s Who in America’*. 
“Skeet” devoted untold hours toward the achievement of the ideals of the archi
tectural profession and toward making his community a better place in which 
to live. The Texas Society of Architects will miss him,—His energy, dedication 
and dignity.
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THE CHALLENGE TO THE PROEESSION

WALTER F. WAGNER, JR.
Executive Editor, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 
Remarks to Twenty Seventh Annual Meeting 
TEXAS SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS

of three buildings for every ten buildings that were in 
1965.”

It’s a terrible thing to talk statistics before lunch, but at 
this point in time in the development of architecture and 
building in this country, almost anything that anyone 
has to say must begin with a picture of growth—and 
therefore the change—that lies ahead.

Most of what is happening to the world, and therefore to 
architecture, relates back to basics—to people. More and 
more and more of them. The population is expected to in
crease between 15 and 20 percent in the next 10 years— 
and grow even faster after that. Even more important 
than the overall figures is the fact that the 20 to 29-year- 
old age group is going to grow more than twice that fast. 
By 1985, according to McGraw-Hill’s resident fortune
tellers, this group will have increased 77 percent versus 
40 percent for the population 
group which does .so much of that “family-formationing” 
the economists love to talk about, and thus directly 
or indirectly creates the need for most new construction.

You’ve heard the Brave New World Announcement: “We 
must build as much housing in the next four decades as 
we have built in our entire previous history.”

The thing that is sometimes hard to remember is that 
these and other Brave New World statistics are not just 
statistics—but the preliminary sketches for the design of 
the environment that we all must live in. And perhaps 
the best way to make these Brave New World statistics 
real is to understand that they represent the arrival on 
the scene of “SON OF WOULD WAR II VETERAN.” 
If that makes you feel old. I’m sorry.

But statistically, Son of World War 11 Veteran is in high 
.school, college, or Viet Nam, and he will found something 
like 15 million new families by 1975.

This will create the same general kind of boon as 
curred when his old man finally collected enough points 
and got sprung from liis lour of the scenic South Pacific. 
He needs now—and in the same order as his father need
ed them—an apartment, a hou.se, an elementary school, a 
bigger hou.se, a high school, and a college. And his 
housing will generate, just as his father’s did, a rush of 
need for shopping facilities and recreation facilities.

Thu.s, a great many of the building types that you are in
volved with would seem to have a fairly predictable 
growth pattern—a wave or bulge of need that will be 
superimposed on the general upward curve and move 
along at just exactly the speed that children grow.

The pattern of growth of other building types—those not 
related directly to housing—are harder to predict. But 
you can make some intelligent guesses.

The general trend of industrial and commercial construc
tion will continue to move ahead at a stronger rate ever in 
the next decade, although for the next few years we may 
see noticeably slower growth than the past several boon 
years have offered.

whole. This is theas a
oc-

new

“The extent of our problems and needs might best be 
grasped if we visualize a population of over 300 million 
by the year 2000, at least 85 percent of whom will live 
in urban areas . . . the.se urban areas will consume at 
lea.st double the acreage now urbanized.”

“By 1980, the Gross National Product is expected to be 
up nearly double—along with consumer expenditures, 
consumer disposable income, capital spending. Sooner 
than that—by 1975 according to McGraw-Hill’s econom
ists—today’s $70 billion construction market will have 
grown to at least twice its present size. And while part of 
this doubling in the dollar value of new construction 
work implies a pretty substantial boost in construction 
costs (in .«hort, inflation), it still means that an actual 
physical terms we’ll be putting—by 1975—the equivalent
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im*nts protolyprs of lh»“ kind of l)uiMing we will see 
tmieli more of in all our major cilies.

Item: We are beginning to see building complexes that 
reliect the fact that we no longer can afTord to use scarce 
and costly downtown land just eight hours i 
Bertrand (Goldberg's Marina (Gity . . . which puts a var
iety of comniercial and recreational spaces in the base of 
the bO lloor a|)arlrnenl towers- was one of the first of the 
new examples of this old idea—which (Goldberg himself 
described as “living over the store.”

day.

In New York City, where 1 work, and where the urban 
problems seem perhaps uniquely insoluble, a combination 
of higher and higher land prices and greater and great
er insight into environmental needs, has encouraged a 
mimher of such combination buildings. Battery Park 
City—a scheme by architect Wally Marri.son for lower 
Manhattan—combines apartments with a variety of fa- 
cilitie.s for injecting vitality into the night and weekend 
vacuum of the Wall Street area. Another package: The 
new UN Plaza . .

THE CHALLENGE
twin-tower building flanking the 

United Nations, which contains apartments, offices, stores, 
I>arking,
proposal for this same kind of development: Metro City, 
designed by the Office of Max (). Urbahn. Also located 
on the Hudson, it includes a series of public schools, a 
community college along with extensive middle income 
housing, commercial and recreational facilities ... all in 
the heart of the city.

TO THE PROFESSION . a

restaurant, and playground. Still another

There are certainly a few years of strong demand for col
lege buildings left, (remember, that's where Son of 
World War II Veteran is now). Several new Federal pro
grams like the Higher Education Act of 1965 are provid
ing very substantial hooking in the way of construction 
grants and loans which will sustain this building market 
through most of the rest of the sixties. Eventually we will 
reach the point where the post-World War II population 
bulge has gone through the entire educational system 
from kindergarten to graduate school, and we'll have 
enough capacity for a while. But—as I mentioned earlier 
—not long after that- sometime 
seventies—the next

These kinds of schemes, remember, are not based on the 
idea of commuting to work by elevator . . . presumably, 
only a few’ of the people who choose to live in the apart
ments of such projects would happen to work for the 
firms located in the complex. Instead, these schemes are 
l>ased on providing a varied environment for everyone, 
for all hours of the day—and making more effective use 
of the land.

Item: We are seeing more and more examples of plan
ning on bigger and bigger .scales. Examples: Heston, in 
Washington, I). C., Columbia, Maryland ... a complete 
new town for 110,000 people; Pen Par, a 40 block down
town renewal project for Pittsburgh; the controversial, 
but absolutely fantastically fascinating, proposals for 
Lower Manhattan in New York City.

These and other large scale developments—all designed 
to make positive and fruitful attack on the problem NOT 
Jl^ST OF BUILDING DESIGN, BUT OF ENVIRON
MENTAL DESIGN- are sure to have a massive impact 
on what we design.

This is not to suggest, of course, that the individual build
ing is becoming obsolete. That is extremely doubtful as 
long as our concept of private—individual or corporate- 
property exists. Vast as government involvement in con
struction is becoming, and important as big area plan
ning is becoming, huge involvements of smaller scale 
private initiative will also be needed to supply all the 
building needed in the years ahead.

in the early or mid 
generation—(5om« of the Son of 

World War II Veteran) will he knocking at the doors of 
our elementary schools and the whole cycle will begin to 
repeal.

Iruleed if we are lo solve the devastating urban problems, 
housing problems 
ahead, we

, and PRODUCTION problems that lie 
sliall have lo design and Imild very differently 

than we have up to now.

Item: The mounting densities and soaring land values in 
many of our cities do not permit—physically or financial
ly- the same kind of pattern of fiousing development used 
(luring the last big bulge in our population. New multi- 
u.se building types—combination apartment-office build
ings, or aj)artment-srhooI—seem lo be emerging. And 
with by-passed lots and land covered with dispensable or 

'' structures becoming scarcer, higher and 
seem lo be emerging. Examples: 

Yamasaki's 110 story towers for the World Trade Center 
in New' York, and Skidmore, Owen & Merrill's 110 story 
John Hancock Center in Chicago. These are not, in our 
opinion, spectacular oddities—but experimental develop-

taxpayer 
higher buildings

Superimposed on all these changes in the kinds of fa-
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the spacious and i)eautifii] city and what can he acconip* 
lislied in dealing with local officials and politicians and

. . and for the first

rilitirs. llic architect i-* u^t'd It) de-^igning, is a demand 
that the architect ac(‘ept a wliole new kind of iiivnlvc- 
jnenl he i< designing.

The story on hospital construction is a variation of the 
same theme. Slme 1060. tin* annual volume of hospital 
conslnntion lias nn»re than <loiil)led, and now with llie 
Medicare Program going Into effect, it i.s obvious that a 
whole new wave t»f expansion is in prospect.

In short, every thing that our economists ran foresee, pre
dicts sid>stantial growth ahead. A couple of stunning 
<*rrors in om policy or our ])raetices in Viet Nam could 
change e\er\tiling. Hut barring imfort'Seen disaster, tlie 
ectuiornv of l)uilding seems sure not imly to grow', hut to 
grow more smoothiv.

pressure groups. But at any rate .
lime . . . there is a strong private and public climate of

and better, liecause foracceptance for something new 
the first time the demand for something new and belter 
has reached the stage where it has become a political 
necessity to make it a matter of public policy. Architects 
have long shouted (loo often just to each other at meet
ings just like this one) for n voice in shaping our total

in cities across theenvironment. The big audience, 
country, is now listening. If architects do not involve 
themselves now in the kind of neighborhood and political 
action that it takes to get things done in this political 
world, the cities will he rebuilt anyway . . . without the 
involvement of architects . . , and we surely won’t like
that.

So far, vvr have talkial about patt»*rn.s of growth. It is im
portant to note that ... IF THK PArrKKNS OF 
(iUnWTII FOIT.OW FINKS THAT WK HAVT: 
TlJAVKhKn BKFOKK. IT DOKS mi' FOLLOW THAT 
WHAT WE SHAM. IlF. BLILDING WILL FOLLOW 
FAMII.IAB PArrFBNS.

Another example of the kind of involvement required of 
architects in the years ahead and one at the very opposite 
end of the scale from the problems of crowded down
towns is the involvement needed to create more effective 
design for our recreation areas.

The country has not embarked on what must be called a 
revolution in the concept of recreation. As we constantly 
read in the newspapers, everyone . . . except apparently 
you and me . . . has much more leisure time and discre
tionary income. TTiis means, according to the best avail
able study . . . the massive effort of the Outdoor Recrea
tion Resources Commission headed by Laurence Rocke
feller . . . that the overall demand for outdoor recreation 
will at least triple in the next 35 years, and the need for 
recreational facilities in and near cities will increase 
ten fold.

One example: the enormous involvement required in 
tackling our immense city-rebuilding effort across the 
country. Architects and planners engaged in this critical
ly important effort cannot just design . . . first they must 
make an enormous effort to help define the program. 
They niu.>Jl first spend many hours working with neigh
borhood organizations which often consist mainly of slum 
dwellers, lianded together to protect what they perceive as 
their intere.sls and to strive for what they consider to be 
their rights. When the organized poor are left out of the 
])lanniiig dialogue, the eslahlishnient of the design pro
gram, they <an and frequently have raised their new 
found voices loudly enough to achieve major delays in 
the renewal project. Their steady political ascendance is 
bound to cast a shadow on the architect’s vision of the 
city beautiful . . . which is usually a city rising from 
neatly as,semhle<l and cleared parcels of former slum and 
reinliahited by art and music loving, politically responsi
ble. high tax paying, middle class families. This vision 
is no longer politically possible.

Further, . . . and where it begins to drastically affect 
architects and architecture . . . this recreational activity 
will not, as in the past, be something crammed into week
ends and vacations. Recreation is becoming an integral 
part of our everyday home and community environment. 
What is now required is new design concepts for 
kinds of recreational facilities . . . everything from places 
in the canyons between high-rise apartments for a small 
boy to throw a ball, to more effective use of the land in 

huge national parks. If you don’t think this is a big 
problem or a big opportunity, I would have to report 
that, according to the Department of the Interior, 
land is now being set aside each year for public recrea
tion use than is going into urban development, highways, 
roads, and airports. In this fiscal year, Sec. Udall says, 
the acreage going into recreational use is expected to 
exceed 1,700,000 acres. Last year, the figure was 
957 acres. And all this land—as used to be predictable 
just a few years ago ... is not in wilderness areas. In
deed, the opposite is true. 75% of the New National Park 
Service Areas and 96% of the new Forest Service areas 
are within two and one half hours driving of urbanized 
areas. 83% of new local and state recreational areas re
ceiving Federal funds are within two hours of city areas. 
Most of the land purchases last year were small—less 
than $25,000.

new

Robert Wood, the able and imaginative Under Secre
tary of HUD, explained it this way in a recent speech: 
“In the 1960’.s, tlie continuing surge of people to the 
major metropolitan areas made the conditions of urban 
life a great national issue. We began to face up to our 
urban character, and to the realization that it is not 
enougli to concern ourselves with j)hysical clearance and 
rebuilding and rehabilitation; they must be accompanied 
by social rehabilitation as well. I feel,” said Wood, “that 
we have come to a moment in our history of the urban 
turnabout, where we choose 
new direction for city building for the next two genera
tions.”

our

more

1,246,.

or fail to choose . . .

The involvement of architects with the social planners 
and do-gooders and city governments is of course easier 
talked about than done. There is still (and always will 
be) a political jungle between the architects* dream of
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Hill as great as the HTerts of the iixhistrinl revolution 
have been on architecture and architects, it now seems 
likely that all that has happened so far is hut Phase One 
of the design revolution. What lies ahead are the effects 
of today’s scientific revolution, the effects of learning 
more and more about the nature of man, the effects of he- 
coiniiig more and more sophisticatc’d in our engiiu'ering 
analysis, the effec'ts of the influence on all of us of the 
breath taking accomplishments of other disciplines—say 
the NASA peo])le down the state a piece. As we move 
from an era of industrial revolution into an era of scien
tific revolution, the forces on architecture—and the minds 
of architects (which is after all where it all begins) — 
.seem likely not only to he different, hut to he even more 
drastic.

Look hack a hit at the evolutionary process. Try-il-and- 
see was traditional in Imilding construction until the 19th 
century, when creative scientific thinking and method
ology were first applied to arclutecliiral design. Tliese 
early experiments (or maybe adventures is a better 
word) in the technology of building, of course, were 
made without benefit of the accumulation of data and 
performance standards as we know them today. As struc
tures evolved through a series of types, the principal de
velopment efforts were directed towards lightness and 
continuity—continuity not alone of structure, but continu
ity of structure, and finish, with the finish—exterior and 
interior—doing its share of the .structural job.

Such developments lead to the birth of an esthetic based 
on the precision and machine-like perfection of parts, 
and on the regular rhythm of the repetition of complete- 
ly-alike elements.

THE CHALLENGE

TO THE PROFESSION

All of this land is going to have to he developed—and all 
of il under new design standards that must he set by 
architects. It will he more heavily developed—as we all 
know, the main trouble with most of our big forest 
parks is that almost no one ventures more than shouting 
distance from the parking lot. There is no one—except 
architects—and allied professionals—who has the training 
much less the ideas to develop this land effectively. So 
here is another whole area of involvement and challenge.

As part of the same process, as mechanical and electrical 
equipment assumed greater and greater importance in 
building design, making provision for them and the proh- ! 
lems of their installation became a bigger and bigger de
sign influence. Today, of course, in sharp distinction to 
the traditional practice of adding the necessary mechan
ical and electrical dements after the building design is 
fairly well set, the effort now is to weave these elements 
—ducts, pipes, systems, lighting, air conditioning, sun 
control, sound control, power, communications and so on 
and on—into the very fabric of the building.

So far, I’ve been talking mostly about the growing voi- 
ume of work that needs attention by architects—talking 
al)oiit quantity. What about quality? what about the 
architect’s traditional demand for quality and beauty?

Here again, I think we must look for change—change in 
the standards of good design growing out of changes in 
our world.

This in turn has led to the involvement of more and more 
different people and disciplines in the design process— 
for as the total design of a building has become more and 
more coinf)lex, the need for a closer and closer associa
tion of the architect with a wide range of technical con
sultants (including for the first time in very recent years, 
collaboration l)elween architect and manufacturer—about 
which more in a few minutes).

Sevenly-five years ago architects and architecture were 
facing the beginnings of a major revolution. This design 
revolution led us from the architecture of a handcrafted 
age in which the function of a building (however con
temporary it was) was generally clothed in one or an
other of the historical forms—to the architecture of an in
dustrialized age, in which the design is not just the pro
duct of, but very often a very deliberate expression of, 
our technology. If the development of this modern archi
tecture did not lead to a single hard line of “new archi
tecture”—as, at various times, many architects, critics, 
historians, and magazine editors insisted that it must—it 
did lead architects away from their traditional preoccupa
tions and encourage them to explore new design concepts 
with an open mind.

And so we have arrived, in an evolutionary fashion, at 
which is probably the end of Phase One of the design 
revolution.

What is likely to come next?

)^'hal is already happening is that more and more archi-
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host of new opportunities, but also a hosttects are heiiit? infliienrej i)y the new concepts of elec
tronics ami atomic energy ami automation aiul cyber
netics ami computers -just as architects were inllucnced 
years ago !>y the new conc'cpts of the macliine.

And it is not unlikely to think that just as this scienlilic 
re>olulion may transform the world more radically and 
completely than the industrial revolution did, it may 
likewise transform architecture more radically and com* 
})letely.

This second phase of the design revolution will almost 
surely involve much more than the obvious; the obvious 
new energy source, new and more sophisticated struc
tures based on computer analysis, or new rommunica- 
tions systems within buildings (THINK OK THAT! NO 
MOHK MKKTINGS) 
cities (WHICH MK;HT MEAN NO MORE CONVEN
TIONS).

The most important impact of this second phase may well 
l>e the impact on the mind and thinking of the architects. 
None of us will ever he the same as we were before we 
saw close-up pictures of the surface of the moon. No feat 
of artistic or technical skill seems impossible anymore. 
It is presumptuous to try and anticipate what kind of a 
new esthetic may grow out of this scientific revolution, 
but it is easy to predict that a new esthetic will grow. 
The technical capability to build almost anything we can 
dream of or design already exists. Architects may con
tinue as they are doing today to ride off in all kinds of 
directions. On the other hand (though this seems much 
le.ss likely, architects being the sort they are) the new 
sciences may encourage a single, pure design goal—with 
buildings growing as cleanly and precisely out of their 
function and structure as does, say, a suspension bridge. 
To see which way our concept of good design goes, we 
can only wait and see.

poses at once a of unresolved prohlems. It is apj>arenl that a greatly in
creased exchange of ideas and information is

the merits of existing products, and the need for new 
products. More and better technical data from the manu
facturer, and more and more feedback of use experience 
from the architect, are essential to the effort. Not long 
ago, the components and systems of a building operated 
pretty much independent of each other—but no longer. 
Some of the interactions are fairly obvious~the influence 
of considerably higher lighting levels on air condition-

have turned a

called for

on

ing, for example. In this case, engineers 
potential liability into a positive feature by reclaiming 
the waste heat for reuse. Other interactions involve com
plex factors less well defined—particularly those involv
ing effects of air temperature, sun and wind. The massive 
building of the past saved the architect from many prob
lems; movement was small, outdoor cyclical temperature 
effects were smothered out by mass, deep reveals pro
vided built in sunshadings, heavy partitions braced build
ings and shut out unwanted noise.

communications systems betweenor

wall has lowBut today solutions are more complex. If 
heat resistance and responds very quickly to changes in 
the weather, then the perimeter air conditioning system 
has to follow in kind. Similarly, air conditioning and 
sound control are related: too much noise from the dif
fusers may be annoying, hut a soft sound is useful in 
masking noise to preserve privacy.

In some areas for example, environmental criteria and 
natural hazards such as wind loading and fire—a great 
deal of basic research is still needed. For example, as you 
very well know, the design criteria for wind effects is 
now based in large part on mathematical presumptions 
that much of the time do not represent actual conditions, 
especially in built-up areas where surrounding l>uildings 
affect the wind-loading on each other.

In other areas, new basic data and procedures are not 
needed as much as collection of use data and perform- 

. At any rale, the research needed in the face of in
creasingly complex components and increasingly complex 
systems into which they must fit, seems to many of the 
people to whom RECORD has talked lately, to require a 

kind of collaboration, not just architect and engi- 
but architect, engineer, and the highest level of

Before ! give up and let you all stretch and think about 
lunch, I want to talk briefly about one more thing that it 
se<*ms to us at the RECORD is l)ound to effect both our 
concepts of design, and our ability to build those designs 
at a price that is feasible and at the speed with which we 
will soon have to begin to build to keep up with our pop
ulation boom.

This is a subject, that until very few years ago, it was im
proper for properly l>rought up magazine editors to talk 
about, for fear that he would be considered to have com
promised his editorial virtue for a handful of silver ad
vertising pages. Rut the hook with it—Km going to talk 
about the relationship between architect and manufac
turer.

ance

new
neer,skill available in the industries that supply everything
that goes into building.

Most of the ideas that IVe expressed this morning 
the result of the research all our editors undertook in 

riling the RECORD^s 75th Anniversary Issue, which 
published in July. When we finished this research, we 
felt we could—with no self consciousness and within the 
bounds of conservative journalism—entitle the issue the 
NEW AGE OF ARCHITECTURE, The challenges ahead 
—in the face of all the changes ahead—are enormous. For 
it will not be enough simply to cope with these changes. 
Architects cannot, in meeting the new demand for quali
ty, abandon for one moment their traditional demand for 
quality and beauty. The stakes are the environment in 
which we all will live. ■

are

wew

It seems clear to us that improvement is the physical 
performance of all the components (hat go into a build- 

advance much faster if the communication being can
tween architects and engineers, and the product manu
facturers and materials producers becomes more intense 
and effective. The interaction in almost all designs, of the 
very vast array of new systems, equipment and materials
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WALLACE K. HARRISON, FAIA
REMARKS TO 1967 AIA CONVENTION, NEW YORK

I live in ihe country where Walt Whitman lived and 
walked the fields. Whitman said, “American democracy 
in its myriad personalities in factories, workshops, stores, 
offices—through the dense streets and houses of cities, 
and all their manifold sophisticated life—must either he 
fihered, vitalized hy regular contact with outdoor light 
and air and growths, farm scenes, animals, fields, trees, 
birils. sun warmth, and free skies or it will certainly 
dwindle and pale. We cannot have grand races of me
chanics, work people, and commonalty (the only specific 
purpose of America) on any le.ss terms.”

In spile of our poets and prophets, we Americans have 
weaknesses and like all humans have permitted the ex
tension of slums, the overbuilding of cities, the misuse of 
the skyscraper, and the automobile making traffic im
possible.

Parthenon. Birthplace of western civilization, symbol of 
man’s liberation from the ancient tyranies of death and 
despotism, the jilace where the human spirit first learned 
to lireathe free, where the human mind first wakened to 
the beauty of life. The place where it all began.”

There it stands, shining in the Mediterranean sunlight, 
and what do you say about it? It is the tourist’s duty to 
say something—hut what?

To answer this question, an agent was assigned to mingle 
with tourists on the Acropolis and record what they said. 
P'alhcr to his child: “Do you Mama anywhere?see

Woman to another woman while approaching the Par
thenon: “Is this mounlain-cliinhing or not? Just tell me 
in one word.”

By not throwing out the had parts of science and Victor
ian materialism and mechanization, we also have permit
ted the dividing of race.s, the division of the poor classes 
in the cities and the richer whiles in the suburbs. We 
have even stood hy with small protest while our sciences 
have developed the bombs.

Man with movie camera to man with two still cameras: 
“There’s too much traffic here to take pictures.”

Man to two other men while looking at the temple on 
the site where the Goddess Athena fought Poseidon for 
Possession of Athens: “It was the worst flight I’ve ever 
had. The steak came out like a rock. I said to the stew
ardess, ‘I can’t cat that steak.But, horn hopeful, we architects offer a belter future- 

new towns—new communities—where in the American 
way, ri<’li and poor, black and while, can live together 
with a new transportation and a better environment.

♦»»

Woman to man while looking at Parthenon: “You won
der where all these old things come from, don’t you?”

Governor Rockefeller has shown how the government can 
use architectural imagination to rebuild New York State. 
Sevent(*t*n completely new universities which in quality 
we hope will excel some of the older institutions. He has 
built menial and medical hospitals on a vast scale and 
even is undertaking the complete rehabilitation of the 
Hudson River.

Two tourists were overheard to say of the Parthenon, 
“That’s really something, isn’t it?” “It sure is a wreck.” 
We need to help leach our nation the values of architec
ture, not only in architectural schools. In the smallest ele
mentary .«ichooI in the country, there should he a map of 
its town’s development.

The future of architecture is more exciting, more chal
lenging than any other discipline. The denigration of the 
city must he of the past. We have a new world to build— 
not for science—not for the machine—not for materialism 
—hut for the human beings—for man.

With such projects ahead, we need our communities in 
hack of us and I’m afraid that the level of culture is 
rather low at times in our country.

Let me again read Russell Baker’s article in the New 
York Times, October 26, 1966. The place—Athens; the 
spot—on top of the Acropolis. Mazilit said, “Man is the only animal that laughs, for he 

is the only animal that is struck by the difference be
tween what things are and what they might have been.”*“There it stands, that soaring rock crowned witli the
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DR. MARSHAL McLUHAN
REMARKS TO 1967 AIA CONVENTION, NEW YORK

The autiior of many books, inchidinf!, the well-known ^^Understanding Media* 
Doctor McLuhan is director of the Center for Culture and Technology at the 
University of Toronto, Canada.

soriety to an electronicvisualThe swift change from 
one lias cau.^eil many people, parliculaily children, to 
feel added stress and strain. “Our children are born into 
a total electric environment of information only to find

Electronic communication is forcing the Western world 
to separate itself from a “2500 year devotion to visual 
space” and rediscover “the characteristics of the spaces 
generated by the other senses.”

themselves inserted into a very different kind of environ
ment at school.The characteristic form of an electronic culture is 

tory space”-which “has no center and no margins since 
we hear from all directions simultaneously.”

audi-

The new' need is to direct the educational enterprise to
ward discovery rather than instruction. As the environ
ment becomes richer in information than the class room, 

role becomes diverted toward in- 
Ivement and discovery rather than in the acquisition 

of classified data. A similar reversal takes place in 
business world. As the information environment gets 
richer and richer, job-holding yields to role-playing. A 
role tends to be created when several jobs converge. A 
surgeon has a role rather than a job, as does a top 
tive, or a mother.

In the older, fragmented and mechanized w'orld of 
sptH.‘ialism, most pt'ople tended to use only a part of 
their faculties at any one time, and this was called work. 
But when people u.se all their faculties, they 
nized to be playing, and are at leisure.”

In contrast to the recent past when visual or written 
transmission of information created a “devotion” to vis
ual .space, the instant movement of information that lakes 
place by electronic means creates 
spacetime in which no point of view is possible, and no 
single plane perceptible . . . All at onceness abolishes uni
formity and continuity, and it also demands that the en
vironment will be considered as an art form.

the student’s genuine
vo

configuration of the

execu-

Any environment has the property of being mainly in
visible, people .-should become more aware of the environ
ments they create. Perceptually, any environment what
ever is a teaching machine in so far as it adjusts our 
sensory levels until they are accommodated to that en
vironment.

are recog-

The electronic information environment tends to createWe have already moved into this dimension, and the re
sulting panic is to .some degree compensated by enthusi
asm for the disappearance of many of the barriers, pri
vate and corporate, that had been carefully erected by 
our visually oriented forbears.

this new configuration of leisure via total involvement. 
Looked at in the rear-view mirror, this leisure takes on
the illusory form of unemployment and joblessness and 
vacancy. In point of fact, leisure is a space-time dimen
sion which must be shaped and ereated by the individual 

a kind of total field ofuser. Such leisure is not a goal but 
relations. It is nothing less than social communication. A 
child of the electronic age, looking around him at the

pathetic

The electronic age, if given its own unheeded leeway, 
will drift quite naturally into ‘Oriental’ modes of cosmic 
humanism and total involvement of everybody in every
body and of all spaces and all cultures converged into a 
kind of mosaic without walls.

job-holders, cannot help hut feel that they 
holdovers from some other age.

are
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THE PUBLIC’S RESPONSIBILITY 

TO THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

While tliprp is imirh to say in favor of rugged individual
ism, it has not done much for the heauty of the land
scape. If it had, we would not now be faced with such 
urgent problems as the disappearance of open space; 
blighted under areas where the beauties of nature are 
blotted out by dust, smoke, noise, disorder, and neglect; 
and the omniverous appetite of the automobile for ever 
more roads, parking spaces, and pennant-waiving gas 
stations.

(Continued from Page S)

III any case, the dauntless pionccr|the Renaissance man 
of many skills who could survive in a deserted prairie 
with only the simplest tools and possessions—this pioneer 
has disappeared from the scene, and the rugged individ- 
uali.^it’s attitude toward private property should disappear 
with him. Today we are all dependent on complicated 
machinery (as the recent blackout so dramatically 
demonstrated), and completely dependent on each other.

But while wc recognize our dependence on the butcher, 
the baker, and the light bulb maker, we sometimes over
look our need to work together to solve national prob
lems such as the shameful stale of our American land
scape. Patrick Horsburgh has suggested we use the term 
omnitecture to remind us that the art of environmental 
order embraces architecture, landscape architecture, 
planning, designing, and other related professions.

To date, omnitecture remains an ideal to be realized. We 
have, instead, a history of feeble efforts, none too well 
coordinated, by government officials, the professions, and 
the public all of which have thus far failed to curb the 
malaise of creeping ugliness which America faces at the 
pre.senl time.

Every civilization in man’s history has built something, 
but the highest civilizations—and those which la.sUd the 
longest—were those which maintained what they built. A 
concern for conserving the tangible things as well as in
tangible values is recognized to he an expression of jjoli- 
lical, intellectual, and cultural maturity in a community 
or nation. Foreign cities and countries reached that ma
turity many years ago, while wc are just now making a 
beginning.

In February, 1965, President Lyndon Johnson appealed 
to Congress ami the American people for support of a 
far-reaching program to save the country’s natural 
beauty. The response in terms of legislation enacted into 
law has been encouraging. The President’s stand also 
represents a welcome cultural break-through since fed
eral support of the arts has been virtually non-existent 
during our lifetimes. In the ’30’.s we were too poor, and 
in the ’40’s and ’50’s too busy to think about such things.

Now that we, as a nation, have come of age—now that we
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in our civic development programs. We need to learn 
what our communities need, what methods can he used to 

what we have, and what various

liave acknowledged the need to cherish and cultivate 
rather than to go on exploiting and destroying our 
abundant rcsonrees-and now that neither bread lines nor 
all-out war absorb our energies—now comes the embar
rassing specific question: what shall we, as American 
citizens, do to implement this national concern for beauty 
and order?

preserve or improve levels of government as well as the omnitectural profes- 
do to help. We must educate our tastes to recog-sions cannize good design, at the .same lime that we are learning 

lessons in practical politics so that we can better under
stand how dreams become realities in a democratic so
ciety.

It is evident that we can no longer preserve the country
side of America. In most cases there is nothing left to 
preserve. Ihsides, Manhattan can no longer use the neat 
Dutch farms that were there, and Atlanta has outgrown 
its plantations. Instead, we must carefully design (or re
design) the countryside, in general and in detail, keep
ing in mind that ways must he found to meet all needs— 
industrial, commercial, and residcnliid with recreation 
taking a high priority. We cannot dream of the magical 
disappearance of the aiilomohile, the electric wire, or the 
factory building. We must accejil all the new demands 
made on our landscape, hut try to control them by creat
ing a new. largely man-made environment which appeals 
to the human eye and the human spirit.

In short, a well-informed, intere.sted citizenry working in 
active citizen groups is at least half the battle. But two 
other ingredients are necessary to the success of a civic 
improvement program: eflective legislative and admini
strative tools at all levels of government; and dedicated 
technicians and administrators in public agencies. These 
ingredients, phis the cataly.st of cooperation, are what we 
need if we arc to surive and progress in our present way 
of life—if we are ever to close the gap between the quality 
of American life and the quality of American goods.

Of course we will never even begin to create this Utopia 
until people demand 
people really know what beauty is, and desire it suffi
ciently to sacrifice something important for it. There is 
an old saying that the course of civilization is a race be
tween catastrophe and education. This is certainly true 
of our time—even more true than in times pa^^t. The ma
jority of the beautiful civic monuments and designs in 
Kurope were created l>y kings, heads of the church, or 
other high ranking and powerful patrons of the arts. In 
those days, decisions about civic art (and everything 
else) were made by the powerful few who were also the 
well-schooled few. They either had a good education and 
good lasle, or could call on expert guidance on any sub
ject.

beautiful environment—until Areas oj Public Landscape Needing Attention

School Grounds. It is the exception, rather than the rule, 
to find examples of well planned elementary and high 
.school grounds in the United State.s. Dust, mud and 
generally drab ugliness have long come to be considered 
a matter of course.

In Switzerland, the Scandinavian countries, Holland, and 
West Germany, there are excellent examples of well-de
signed school buildings and grounds which are achieve-

visit to some ofments of artistic merit. An inspection 
lhe.se school grounds reveals the value of employing the 

f outstandingly competent landscape architectsservices o
at the initial stage of development of each project to assist 
the architect in siteing the building into the landscape. 
The landscape architect can also determine the location 
and arrangement of all elements which are a part of the 
composition—walks, drives, parking for automobiles and 
bicycles, unloading strips for school buses, truck service, 
graveled or black topped play spaces (to avoid dust and 
mud); open lawn areas; plantings of trees, shrubs, vines, 
flowers, bulbs and ground covers; a flagpole; a drinking 
fountain; and often times one or more pieces of sculpture 
designed to appeal to, and to be in scale with, the size of 
a school child.

Today, however, the race between catastrophe and edu
cation is a closer one because decisions are made accord
ing to the dictates of the many, whose level of education, 
taste and values is naturally not as high and not as homo- 

s that of the autocratic, select few. While hix-geneous a
iiry and enlightenment were once limited to a small privi- 
h'geil r iass, luxury has now' become the property of the 

ajurily of the population, although unfortunately en- 
lightennient ha.s not necessarily come with it.
m

Thus if we want to answer the question, what shall we, as 
Aineriran citizens, do to implement our national concern 
for l>eaiity and order, we conclude that we must know 
what beauty is and mii.st value it liighly enough to put 
forth effort on its behalf.

Well-planned and developed school sites can probably 
contribute more toward a long-term investment than any 
other improvement in a community. If all the youth of 
America could attend school in efficiently and beautifully 
designed surroundings, they would learn to recognize 
and appreciate good standards of outdoor beauty at an 
impressionable age. This would he a splendid investment

In practical teiins it means that we citizens have a lot of 
learning to do if we want to achieve outstanding results
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because when some of ihesc future adiill citizens are 
chosen to serve as ineml>ers of l*ark Commissions. Zoning 
F^oards, State Highway Commissions- or when some of 
them are elected mayors of cities or goveriiors of stales - 
they will instinctively know that grace, harmony, and 
proportion in a well-ordered physical enviioiiimmt are 
necessities in a mature, civilized world and tliey would 
iindouhti'dly see that ad<*quate budgets for school 
grounds, parks and other green s]>aces would he provid-

THE PUBLIC’S RESPONSIBILITY 

TO TEIE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

<-d.

In the central city we might well give thought to what 
has worked before in the older cities of tliis country and 
still works exceedingly well in Europe-the 
floors for shops and business, and the upper stories for 
residential uses

use of first

. This would help give the cities new life 
with a niinimum of making over, and would maintain 
sniall-seale activities that h been one of our significantavo
losses.

Preservation of Historic Buildings. In addition to the 
preservation of open spaces, it is important also to pre
serve the arrhiiectural assets of our nation. Historic struc
tures and landmarks provide a three dimensional record 
of the past to save for the future.

During the Great Depression of the 1930’s, the Historic 
American Hiiilding Survey recorded more than 10,000 
buildings throughout the country which were considered 
significant in our nation’s history and culture. Sad to 
late, at tlie present time—only 30 years later—we have 
destroyed almost .50 per cent of them. This is a poor 
record, and if it continues we soon will not have a very 
substantial architectural link with the past.

le-

IIndernourishvd City Park Departments. City 
mcnls are reluctant to see small parks and paicels of land 
<h’veloped because of maintenance costs. H our national 
beautification program, including highway beautification, 
is to get olT the ground, there must he funds for main- 
lenance, and for personnel trained to competently per
form as gardeners. There is a great shortage of people 
trained for this work. Park departments and stale agri
cultural colleges could render an outstanding service hy 
setting up courses of specialized training for grounds 
superintendents and technicians. Competition for services 
of .«ueh people today is wholesome hut many more need 
to he trained.

goveni-

;l/r. ()wen*s address w(us followed by the showing of 
colored slides to illustrate a number of small .seal eex- 
amples and a few large scale achievements of good land- 
scdfw practice to serve as a guide for the public, govern
mental administrators and professional designers in re
storing the blighted central city, preserving open space 
and architecturally significant landmarks, and as evi
dence of the eradicatio nof suburban sprawl and strip 
development from roadsides.

Professional Training at the University Level. There is 
an aiuite shortage of well-trained landscape architects, 
and, to a lesser extent, architects and planners. Citizens 
can wield their influence in persuading colleges and uni
versities to strengthen, their programs in the environmen
tal design field, and in encouraging bright high school 
students to consider one of the environmental design pro
fessions as a career. ■

EDITOR NOTE: This article is from Proceedings of Texas 
Conference
School of Architecture, University of Texas.

Our Environmental Crisis—fromon
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Public Health Service 

August F. Hoenack

Chief of iheAugust F. Hoenark,
Architectural, E n g i n e e r i n g, and 
Equipment Hraiich of the Division of 
Hospital and Medical 
Public Health Service, was presented 
the Superior Service award of the C.S. 
Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare at exercises held at the Na*

Facilities,

tional Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Md.
Hoenack, a pioneer in hospital archi
tecture, was a meml>er of the original 
small staff of architects and consult
ants assigned to lay the groundwork 
and later implement the Hospital Sur- 

and Construction. (Hill-Burton)vey
Act of 1946.
Mr. Hoenack guides the construction 
of facilities under the 8270 million a 
year Hill-Burton program. His staff of 
architects and engineers in Washing
ton and in nine regional offices keeps 
tabs on some 500 hospitals and ndated 
health projects each year for the Hill- 
Burton program, which is now in its 
20th year.
An important activity under 
Hoenack’s direction has been research 
into the ('iivironmenlal aspects of hos
pital design and construction. This has 
resulted in the development of 
than 100 planning guides relating 
such subjects as 
noise control, infection 
air-conditioning. These publications 
have been widely used both within 
and outside the program as well as in 
many foreign countries.

W. R. Holway & Assoc. Inc., Design and Construction EngineersS.O.G. of Texas, Contractors

mOSHERHOLDS THE LINE!
more

to
17 Tainter Gates, each 37 ft. high, 40 feet long, a 
combination of 1125 tons of Mosher steel went 
into the Markham Ferry Project, for the Grand 
River Dam Authority of the State of Oklahoma.

hospital lighting, 
control and

Currently, he is the Public Health 
Service representative to the American 
Institute of Architects’ Committee on 
Hospital Architecture. In addition, he 

member of the Institute’s Ad Hoc

These gates hold back Lake Hudson, 19,000 
acres at the top of the flood pool . . . where 

Mosher holds the line. is a
Committee on Architecture and Engi
neering in Government, a consultant 
to the American Hospital Association’s 
Committee on Design and Construc- 

member of the American
HOME OFFICE AND PLANT:
3910 Washington Avo., Houston.
OTHER PLANTS:
Dallas, Corpus Christi, Lub^h, 
San Antonio, Shreveport, Tyler.HinOSHER tion, and

Standards Association’s Committee onm
Making Buildings Accessible to and 
Usable by the Physically Handi
capped.

STEEL. COMPANY fabricators of steel since 1S85
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NEW SCHOOLS FOR NEW TOWNS
RICE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Six noted architects - • - and students of architecture century environment, stripped of progress-inhibiting 
obstacles and restrictions which bog down older cities.selected from a number of universities - ■ ■ will partici

pate in Kice Design Kele IV,
NEW TOWNS,*’

(( NEW SCHOOLS FOR
The chief concern of the Fete will be the liberation of 
the new town from the fetters of time-honored education
al forms and development of facilities to make possible 
a new total education for each resident of the new town.

a research project sponsored by the 
Ford Foundation’s Educational Facilities Laboratory at 
Kice University, Houston, Texas.

Architects named to head design teams for the 13-day 
charrette are:

John Andrews, Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Charles Colbert, New Orleans, Louisiana 
Homaldo Giurgola, New York, New York 
Paul Kennon, Houston, Texas 
Cedric Price, London, England 
Thomas Vreeland, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Under the direction of Professor William T. Cannady, 
the Rice Design Fete will select six prototype new towns 
which reflect reality, and will develop new architectural 
facilities for total education in each of the six prototype 
towns.

Findings of Rice Design Fete IV, “NEW SCHOOLS FOR 
NEiW TOWNS,” will be published by the Rice University 
School of Architecture reporting team upon conclusion 
of the Fete.

Design Fete IV is predicated on the belief that new towns 
offer unique laboratories for conceptualizing a true 20th

NEWEST OF THE SEVEN SHAPES OF MONARCH TILES
Use it as a light traffic flooring. Or as an 
unusual wall covering. Monaco blends with 
every decor, yet adds its own indefinable 
touch of smartness and elegance. In the most 
popular decorator colors, too. Monaco . . . 
the shape of tomorrow in a ceramic tile, here 
today.

•a

The seven shapes of Monarch Tiles can fit 
your every wall, counter or flooring plan.ft

.-Hk j

V*
'P-W'

See your Monarch or Marshall Tile 
distributor, or write to

TILE MANUFACTURING, INC.

P. O. Box 2041 San Angelo, Texas 76901
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Precast concrete panels
for the designer who wants to design

• • •

CREOITS; Salt Lake City Federal Building, Salt Lake City, Utah. Architect: Snedeker. Budd, Monroe and Associates, Salt Lake City. Engineers: Deseret Architects 
and Engineers, Sait Lake City. General Contractor: Robert £. McKee General Contractor, Inc., Santa Fe. N. M. Panels by: Slylecrete, Inc., Salt Lake City.

Today’s architects have more 
freedom than ever before to 
really design a building. Two kinds 

of freedom.
One is the freedom you get from 

a client when he says—as he so 
often does today—"go!" The other 
freedom is equally important: it is 
the release that comes with the 
versatility of concrete. Now you 
can go because concrete permits it.

Precast concrete panels are a 
case in point. Design them. Sculp

them. Color them. Let them make 
light and shadow work for you. 
That’s what the architects did on 
the new Federal Building in Salt 
Lake City.

The entire exterior of this build
ing above the second floor consists 
of over one thousand precast 
concrete panels made of Trinity 
White Cement and Rose Quartz 
aggregate. A truly spectacular 
effect. .. and as practical as it is 
handsome.

PORTLAND
CEMENT

RiNirr

m
WHITE sGP GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

OFFICES: CHICAGO « CHATTANOOGA • DALLAS * FORT WORTH • HOUSTON • FREDONIA. KAN.
FORT WAYNE * JACKSON, MICH. • KANSAS CITY • TAMPA • MIAMI • LOS ANGELESCC l(?)
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Buildings with real 
sales appeal
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A blue flame sign set in front of a new dwelling 
symbolizes the important savings an architect or builder 
can offer customers. The combination of modern CAS 
heating, air conditioning, cf)oking, water heating and 
yard lighting saves a buyer thousands of dollars over the 
duration of his mortgage. Motels, motels, schools and 
office buildings also benefit greatly when gas is included 
in the plans. Yes, GAS economy offers the built-in sales 
appeal that can be a real boost to your business.
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